Comment Resolution Log

Bug

- [XLIFF-1] - 5 unresolved links
- [XLIFF-10] - sch reports missing tags even when <target> not present
- [XLIFF-17] - wrong labels in Normative References

Improvement

- [XLIFF-2] - Reorder high level sections in the ITSM
- [XLIFF-3] - ITS categories should be ITS data categories
- [XLIFF-4] - Simplify Change Tracking Data Model
- [XLIFF-5] - ITS Localization Notes should be not represented
- [XLIFF-7] - Shorter title for "not represented" in ITSM
- [XLIFF-11] - Enforce <target> existence based on segment state
- [XLIFF-12] - Best practices for Merger to handle segmentation
- [XLIFF-13] - validation behavior of editing hints to depend on segment state
- [XLIFF-14] - <ph> processing requirements
- [XLIFF-15] - broken code in an example
- [XLIFF-16] - clarification needed on markers and codes interaction
- [XLIFF-20] - Missing id uniqueness Constraints in mtc

New Feature

- [XLIFF-9] - Use (also) the normal ITS namespace in the ITSM module

Sub-task

- [XLIFF-6] - ITSM id values scope
- [XLIFF-8] - mtc:matchQuality cannot be interpreted as ITS MT confidence by ITS processors
- [XLIFF-18] - Broken Language Information solution
- [XLIFF-19] - Broken Domain datacat solution